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INELASTIC RESCATTERING IN B DECAYS TO��, �K, AND K �K, AND EXTRACTION OF P. �enzykowskiDepartment of Theoretial PhysisHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polande-mail: zenzyko�iblis.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived April 8, 2002)We disuss all ontributions from inelasti SU(3)-symmetri resatter-ing in B deays into a �nal pair of pseudosalar mesons PP = ��, K �K,�K. FSI-indued modi�ations of amplitudes obtained from the quark-line approah are desribed in terms of a few parameters whih take areof all possible SU(3)-symmetri forms relevant for �nal-state interations.Although in general it appears impossible to uniquely determine FSI ef-fets from the ombined set of all ��, K �K, and �K data, drawing someonlusions is feasible. In partiular, it is shown that in leading order theamplitudes of strangeness-hangingB deays depend on only one additionalomplex FSI-related parameter apart from those present in the de�nitionsof penguin and tree amplitudes. It is also shown that joint onsiderations ofU -spin-related �S = 0 and j�Sj = 1 deay amplitudes are modi�ed whennon-negligible SU(3)-symmetri FSI are present. In partiular, if resat-tering in B+ ! K+ �K0 is substantial, determination of the CP-violatingweak angle  from B+ ! �+K0, B0d ! ��K+, B0s ! �+K�, and their CPounterparts might be suseptible to important FSI-indued orretions.PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 12.15.Hh, 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Ji1. IntrodutionMost of the literature analysing CP-violating e�ets in B deays (withB ! PP = ��, K �K, �K in partiular) deals with quark-diagram Short-Distane (SD) amplitudes and assumes that Final State Interations (FSI)are negligible. On the other hand, it has been argued that this neglet isnot justi�ed and that any reliable analysis must take FSI into aount [1�3℄.Indeed, reent analyses seem to show that even in B ! D�X deays FSImust play an important role (see e.g. [4℄). Aordingly, various authors havetried to estimate FSI in B ! PP deays by analysing the ontribution(1833)



1834 P. �enzykowskifrom elasti or quasi-elasti resattering [5℄. The main problem, however,is posed by the sequene B weak�! i FSI�! PP involving inelasti resatteringproesses i FSI�! PP , where i denote all kinds of multipartile states. Ar-guments have been given that these inelasti proesses onstitute the mainsoure of soft FSI phases [1, 6℄. Sine estimates of the size of these e�etsare model-dependent, one may envisage various senarios, with the ontri-butions from di�erent intermediate states anelling in an approximate wayor renormalising SD presriptions without hanging their form, having ran-dom phases [6℄, or adding oherently [7℄, just to mention a few possibilities.With our insu�ient knowledge of PP interations at ps = mB � 5:2 GeV,there is virtually no hope that a reliable alulation of inelasti FSI an beperformed.Consequently, various authors have argued that perhaps one should tryto determine FSI e�ets diretly from the data. For example, deaysB0d ! K+K� are thought to provide a measure on the size of FSI e�ets [8℄.With many di�erent deay hannels and three varieties of B mesons (B+,B0d , B0s ) one may hope that the FSI e�ets an be untangled, espeially ifsimple SU(3)-symmetri FSI is aepted. As FSI are oblivious of the origi-nal deay mehanism, various deays (for example, independently of whetherthe deay is strangeness-onserving or hanging) are a�eted by the sameSU(3)-symmetri FSI. If these FSI an be desribed with the help of a fewparameters only, one may hope that the number of measurable deay typesmight be su�ient to permit determination of these parameters. Learningthe size of FSI diretly from the data would be ertainly important as thereare various papers whih �t the present data on B ! ��; �K;K �K deaysboth without and with FSI (e.g. [9, 10℄).The SD approahes attempt to inlude all strong interation e�ets byassigning di�erent phase parameters to di�erent quark-line diagrams (e.g.tree T , penguin P , et.). However, it was argued that this presription vi-olates suh tenets of strong interations as isospin symmetry [11, 12℄. Theorigin of the problem pointed out in Ref. [12℄ is the lak of any (isospin)orrelation between the spetator quark and the produts of b quark de-ay. By its very nature suh orrelation annot be provided by SD dynam-is. A Long-Distane (LD) mehanism whih ensures that quarks �know�about eah other must be involved here. The inelasti resattering e�etsonsidered in the present paper will provide both suh a orrelation and ageneralisation of the formulas of Ref. [12℄. We shall show how the standardformulas of the SD approah to B deay amplitudes are modi�ed when FSIare not negligible. In partiular, assuming the dominane of SD dynamisby a few (2 or 3) quark-line amplitudes (as it is usually done) we will dis-uss ways in whih deviations from these formulas an be used to indiate



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1835the size of Inelasti FSI (IFSI). It will be also shown that resattering maya�et onsiderations based on analyses of U -spin related deays, inludingthe method of extrating the value of the CP-violating weak angle  fromB ! �K deays. 2. GeneralIf one aepts that �nal state interations annot modify the probabilityof the original SD weak deay, it follows that vetor W representing theset of all FSI-orreted amplitudes is related to vetor w of the originalamplitudes driven by the SD dynamis through [7℄:W = S1=2w � �1 + 12(S � 1) + : : :�w: (1)After the SD-driven B ! PP deay whose desription is inluded in w, thePP pair produed may undergo further sattering into many non-PP states.This out-of-PP -hannel proess provides absorption in the PP hannel, i.e.it redues the original deay amplitudes. This is desribed by (mainly imag-inary) Pomeron exhange ontribution in T (S � 1 = iT ! �Im T ).Pomeron ontributions in diret hannels belonging to di�erent SU(3)multiplets are related using u � d � s symmetry of the quark diagram ap-proah. This approah relates absolute magnitudes and phases of FSI ampli-tudes in various diret hannels orresponding to di�erent SU(3) multiplets.(SU(3) itself, on the other hand, relates amplitudes only within � but notbetween � these hannels.) For Pomeron, the FSI e�ets in all possibleSU(3) hannels (1, 8, 27) are idential. Thus, Pomeron exhange betweendeparting pseudosalar mesons amounts to resaling down the overall size ofall quark-line deay amplitudes without modifying any other SD preditions.The b ! u�uq and b ! �q SD deay proesses lead diretly also tonon-PP states omposed of two higher-mass states (resonanes) M1 andM2. The latter may resatter into PP yielding an �indiret� ontributionto B ! PP . Thus, the set of FSI-orreted deay amplitudes W = [Wj℄is omposed of the diret and indiret parts as follows (amplitudes wi arealready absorption-resaled):Wj = wj +Xk;� Fj;k�wk� ; (2)where the indiret ontributions are desribed by the sum on the r.h.s. InEq. (2) the subsripts denote deay hannels rather shematially: j; k areSU(3)-related indies, while � labels inelasti hannels. SD deays to multi-meson states our after q�q pairs leading to resonanes M1M2 are formed,



1836 P. �enzykowskiwhen the quarks and antiquarks from these pairs radiate o� gluons and fur-ther quark pairs. In other words SD deays to multi-meson states proeedvia deays of resonanes M1 and M2. We do not onsider these deays ex-pliitly, but assume that they are inluded in our desription of resatteringproesses viaX jMkihMkj =X jMk deay produtsihMk deay produtsj : (3)In this paper we are interested in �nding the pattern of inelasti FSI on-tributions following the original SD deay b ! u�uq. Resattering fromthe b ! �q-generated intermediate states leads to harming penguins [13℄,whose amplitudes may be added to those of SD penguins in the �nal formu-las.Formally, the hoie of deay hannels j (i.e. a basis in the �avour spae)is irrelevant, and one may use either a Cartesian basis (where all mesonsin PP states have de�nite q�q ontent), or SU(3) basis (in whih j orre-spond to � belonging to di�erent SU(3) multiplets � linear ombinationsof (q�q)(q�q)). However, as resonanes appear only in the otet hannel, FSI inthe otet and the 27-plet hannels are di�erent. Consequently, it is naturalto use the SU(3) basis, only at the end transforming everything to the basisof interest.Consider now the simple ase when SU(3) is replaed by SU(2) andj; k = 1;3;5; : : : label SU(2) multiplets. Furthermore, in order to simplifythe argument, let us assume that for all � = 1; : : : N one has wk� = wk andFj;k� = Fj;k. Clearly, we must have Fj;k = fjÆjk with fj omplex in general.One obtains then Wj = (1 +Nfj)wj : (4)If fj = f for all j, one hasW = (1+Nf)w, i.e. all FSI-indued modi�ationsare ontained in one, experimentally not disernible, overall omplex fator1 + Nf , idential for all isopin hannels. If strong interations in di�erentisospin hannels are di�erent (i.e. fj 6= fi for j 6= i), the di�erenes betweenfj's will lead to a modi�ation of the SD pattern: the magnitudes and phasesof FSI e�ets will depend on isospin.One expets the SU(3) ase to be similar: for an appropriate hoie ofF 's in Eq. (2), no FSI should be disernible in the �nal Wj amplitudes.Modi�ations of the preditions of the SD quark-line approah may appearonly when FSI in di�erent SU(3) hannels di�er from this partiular hoie.The relevant onditions on the SU(3) analogues of fi are derived in Setion 4.



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 18373. SD amplitudes for deays into inelasti SU(3) eigenstatesIn this paper we aept SU(3) in both diret and indiret terms as we donot attempt to �t any data as yet. When doing the latter, SU(3) breakingshould probably be �rst introdued in the diret term, as one may argue thatno orretions to orretions (i.e. no SU(3)-breaking in FSI e�ets) shouldbe onsidered in the �rst attempt.Our onventions and de�nitions for the (�nal, symmetrised) PP statesare given in the Appendix, where PP states with mesons of de�nite harges,PP states of de�nite isospin, and PP states belonging to de�nite SU(3)multiplets (i.e. diret-hannel SU(3) eigenstates) are listed.In quasi-elasti FSI the intermediate state is also a PP state, and thusthe intermediate mesons have to be symmetrised. In the inelasti ase theoriginal SD weak deay produes two q�q pairs, whih transform into a pairof resonanes M1M2. These M1 and M2 mesons are di�erent in general (weneglet the ase when the two mesons are idential as the bulk of inelastiresattering must ome from M1 6= M2). We may de�ne M1 to be thestate of lower mass. In the Appendix we all the �rst (seond) meson M1(M2) a P (V ) meson. Here P and V are only labels denoting di�erentSU(3) multiplets of mesons, suh as pseudosalar, vetor, axial, tensor et.(inluding heavier and heavier) mesons. With P 6= V , there is no need tosymmetrise. In partiular, the PV states do not have to be symmetri inSU(3) indies. Thus, while in the ase of quasi-elasti FSI the mesons Vand P are both pseudosalars and only states (PaPb + PbPa)=p2 (with Prepresenting a pseudosalar and a, b being SU(3) indies) are admissible,in general we must distinguish ases when M1M2 = PaVb and M1M2 =PbVa. Using the PV labels to denote all suh situations, the Appendix listsall the relevant PV states in the SU(3) basis. In the preparation of thislist one has to onsider both SU(3)-symmetri and SU(3)-antisymmetriombinations of otet mesons P and V in partiular. In order to preventany misunderstanding, we note that the replaement P 
 V has nothing todo with this SU(3) (anti)symmetrisation: indies P , V do not belong to theSU(3) group as is expliit in the Appendix. Note that while the 27-plet anbe obtained only in the 8�8 PV hannel, the otet may be obtained not onlyas a symmetri or antisymmetri ombination of two otets, but also from asinglet P and otet V (or vie versa). Similar possibilities exist for the singletPV hannel. Sine in eah of these PV hannels ((8 � 8) ! 27;8s;8a;1;(8� 1)! 8, et. ) resattering of generally unknown form may take plae,one is fored to use a free parameter to desribe FSI in eah suh givenhannel. This proliferation of free parameters onstitutes the main obstaleon the way of their determination from data.



1838 P. �enzykowskiPossible types of SD diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. For T (tree), C(olour-suppressed), P (penguin), S (singlet penguin) amplitudes only thesediagrams are shown in whih short-distane b deay onsists in the emis-
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Fig. 1. Quark-line diagrams for B deays.



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1839sion of meson M1 = P o� the deaying quark line (i.e. when the spetatorquark is not taken into aount). These amplitudes are denoted by T1, P1,C1, . . . for strangeness-onserving proesses (T 01, P 01, C 01,. . . for strangeness-hanging proesses). When short-distane b deay produes mesonM2 = V ,the orresponding amplitudes (not shown in Fig. 1) are denoted by T2, P2et. (T1 does not have to be equal to T2). Although we keep the distintionbetween E1 and E2 as well as A1 and A2, in these ases quarks produedin �bd(�bs) should enter P and V mesons with equal probabilities. For thepenguin annihilation amplitudes (PA and SS) there does not seem to beany reason why PA1 6= PA2 or SS1 6= SS2, hene PA and SS do not arrya subsript.With the above preparations, the amplitudes for strangeness-onserving�S = 0 (strangeness-violating �S = 1) deays into quasi-two-body �M1M2�SU(3) hannels may be alulated in terms of unprimed (primed) SD quark-line amplitudes Ti, Pi, . . . (T 0i , P 0i , . . . ). We label hannels by their SU(3)and isospin harateristis, e.g. (8a; 1) denotes an isospin-1 otet hannelformed as an antisymmetri ombination of P8 and V8.With the hannels being spei�ed on the l.h.s. and denoting T1 + T2 =2T , P1 + P2 = 2P , C1 + C2 = 2C, A1 + A2 = 2A, E1 + E2 = 2E, andsimilarly for the primed amplitudes, one obtains the following expressionsa) for B+ deays(27; 2) �(T + C) ;(27; 3=2) 2p6(T 0 + C 0) ;(27; 1) � 1p5(T + C) ;(27; 1=2) 2r 215(T 0 + C 0) ;(8s; 1) � 2p30(T + C + 5P + 5A) ;(8s; 1=2) 2p30(T 0 + C 0 + 5P 0 + 5A0) ;(8a; 1) � 2p6(T � C + 3P + 3A) ;(8a; 1=2) 2p6(T 0 � C 0 + 3P 0 + 3A0) ;(881; 1) � 1p3(T1 + C2 + 2P + 2A+ S2) ;



1840 P. �enzykowski(881; 1=2) 1p3(T 01 + C 02 + 2P 0 + 2A0 + S02) ;(818; 1) � 1p3(T2 + C1 + 2P + 2A+ S1) ;(818; 1=2) 1p3(T 02 + C 01 + 2P 0 + 2A0 + S01) ; (5)b) for B0d deays(27; 2) � 2p6(T + C) ;(27; 3=2) 2p6(T 0 + C 0) ;(27; 1) 0 ;(27; 1=2) 2p30(T 0 + C 0) ;(27; 0) � 1p30(T + C) ;(8s; 1) r53(E � P ) ;(8s; 1=2) 2p30(3T 0 � 2C 0 + 5P 0) ;(8s; 0) � 23p20(6T � 4C + 5P + 5E) ;(8a; 1) � 1p3(2T + 3P � 3E) ;(8a; 1=2) 2p6(T 0 + 3P 0) ;(8a; 0) �(E + P ) ;(881; 1) 1p6(C1 � C2 � 2P + 2E � S2) ;(881; 1=2) 1p3(C 02 + 2P 0 + S02) ;(881; 0) � 13p2(2C + 2P + 2E + S2) ;(818; 1) 1p6(�C1 +C2 � 2P + 2E � S1) ;(818; 1=2) 1p3(C 01 + 2P 0 + S01) ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1841(818; 0) � 13p2(2C + 2P + 2E + S1) ;(188; 0) 13p2(3T � C + 8P + 8E + 12PA) ;(111; 0) 13(2C + 2P + 2E + 3PA+ 2S + SS) ; (6)) for B0s deays(27; 2) 0 ;(27; 3=2) � 2p6(T +C) ;(27; 1) � 2p10(T 0 + C 0) ;(27; 1=2) � 2p30(T + C) ;(27; 0) r 310(T 0 + C 0) ;(8s; 1) 1p15(3T 0 + 5E0 � 2C 0) ;(8s; 1=2) � 2p30(3T � 2C + 5P ) ;(8s; 0) 13p5(3T 0 � 2C 0 + 10P 0 � 5E0) ;(8a; 1) � 1p3(T 0 � 3E0) ;(8a; 1=2) � 2p6(T + 3P ) ;(8a; 0) (T 0 + 2P 0 �E0) ;(881; 1) 1p6(C 01 + 2E0) ;(881; 1=2) � 1p3(C2 + 2P + S2) ;(881; 0) � 13p2(C 01 � 2C 02 � 4P 0 + 2E0 � 2S02) ;(818; 1) 1p6(C 02 + 2E0) ;



1842 P. �enzykowski(818; 1=2) � 1p3(C1 + 2P + S1) ;(818; 0) � 13p2(C 02 � 2C 01 � 4P 0 + 2E0 � 2S01) ;(188; 0) 13p2(3T 0 � C 0 + 8P 0 + 8E0 + 12PA0) ;(111; 0) 13(2C 0 + 2P 0 + 2E0 + 3PA0 + 2S0 + SS0) : (7)4. Modi�ations of SD amplitudes due to inelasti resatteringUsually, the SD quark-diagram analyses of B ! PP deays start withan assumption that only two or three diagram types are dominant, while theremaining ones are negligible. Thus, in strangeness-onserving (b ! ud�u)deays one expets the hierarhy jT j > jP j; jCj > : : : [14℄, while in thestrangeness-violating deays one expets jP 0j > jT 0j > : : : . Denoting theamplitudes for deays into a given M1M2 state with supersript (�), wesubstitute in Eqs. (5)�(7) T ! T (�), P ! P (�), et. Sine at the level ofshort-distane deay it is not yet deided whether the partiular quark-levelstate will hadronize as the PP state or one of the M1M2 states, one expetsthat quark-level amplitudes for the B ! M1M2 and B ! PP transitionsexhibit the same hierarhy pattern. Thus, transition amplitudes T (�), C(�),P (�) should satisfy T (�) = �(�)T > C(�) = �(�)C;P (�) = �(�)P > : : : withT , C, P now desribing transitions into pseudosalar pairs, and analogouslyfor primed amplitudes (�a takes are of an overlap between quark-level andhadron-level states).We will onsider IFSI orretions resulting from the inelasti resatter-ing of theM1M2 states generated by these dominant amplitudes (T (�); P (�);C(�)) and (P 0(�); T 0(�)) into PP . We will not keep any other terms, eventhough there are known problems with the desription of B ! �; �0 deays,whih indiate that in these deays the ontributions from singlet penguinamplitudes may be signi�ant. One expets, however, that ontributions inwhih intermediate states are generated by Zweig-rule-violating SD ampli-tudes should be negligible for general (non-PP ) inelasti states.We desribe inelasti �nal state interations by introduing several om-plex free parameters as follows:(M1(8)M2(8))27 ! (PP )27 f (�)27 ;(M1(8)M2(8))8s ! (PP )8 f (�)s ;(M1(8)M2(8))8a ! (PP )8 f (�)a ;M1(1)M2(8) ! (PP )8 f (�)1;8 ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1843M1(8)M2(1) ! (PP )8 f (�)8;1 ;M1(8)M2(8) ! (PP )1 f (�)8;8 ;M1(1)M2(1) ! (PP )1 f (�)1;1 : (8)Upper indies label inelasti intermediate states in the diret hannel(some f (�) may be zero).Let us now onsider as an example the B+ deay into the 27-plet PPstate. One alulates that (with the diret term already inluding absorption-indued resaling)W (B+ ! PP (27; 1)) = � 1p10(T + C)� 1p10X� f (�)27 (T (�) + C(�)) : (9)Using T (�) = �(�)T et., the above equation may be redued toW (B+ ! PP (27; 1)) = � 1p10(T + C)(1 + f27) ; (10)where f27 �P� f (�)27 �(�). We observe that the original amplitude has beenmultiplied by an inessential omplex fator 1 + f27, whih may be absorbedinto the de�nition of T and C.Following the above example, one introdues omplex parameters fs, fa,f1;8, f8;1, f8;8 and f1;1. As these parameters are free, in order to keep theformulas simple we de�ne some of the parameters with additional purelynumerial fators inluded. Furthermore we use f1;8 = f8;1 as required bynonet symmetry.Proeeding as in the example leading to Eq. (10), we may derive (aftertransforming to the basis in whih �nal mesons are in states of de�niteharge): W (B+ ! �+�0) = � 1p2(T + C)(1 + f27) ;W (B+ ! K+ �K0) = �P (1 + f27)�15fT�1 + P�2 + C�3g ; (11)where �1 = (fs � f27) + fa + f1;8 ;�2 = 5(fs � f27) + 3fa + 2f1;8 ;�3 = (fs � f27)� fa + f1;8 : (12)



1844 P. �enzykowskiThe above equations redue to standard SD presriptions (with an overallfator of 1 + f27) when �1 = �2 = �3 = 0, i.e. when fs � f27 = fa =f1;8 = 0. This is the expliit form of the ondition for no observable FSIe�et, mentioned in Setion 2.Having presented the general idea, we now list all the relevant formulas.The deays in whih at least one pseudosalar produed is � or �0 involveadditional unertainties at the diret level. Consequently, using these deaysto help untangle the FSI is risky. Thus, we restrit ourselves to B deaysinto ��, �K( �K), and K �K.In the �S = 0 setor, keeping only the T , P , C terms, we haveW (B+ ! �+�0) = � 1p2(T + C)(1 + f27) ;W (B+ ! K+ �K0) = �P (1 + f27) ;�15fT�1 + P�2 + C�3g ;W (B0s ! �+K�) = �(T + P )(1 + f27) ;�15fT (�2 � 2�1) + P�2 + C(3�1 ��2)g ;W (B0s ! �0 �K0) = � 1p2(C � P )(1 + f27)+ 15p2fT (�2 � 2�1) + P�2 + C(3�1 ��2)g ;W (B0d ! �+��) = �(T + P )(1 + f27)� 115fT (�5�1 + 2�2 +�3 +�4)+P (�2 +�5) +C(6�1 � 2�2 � 3�4 +�5)g ;W (B0d ! K+K�) = � 115fT (��1 +�2 ��3 ��4)+P (2�2 ��5) + C(3�1 ��2 + 3�4 ��5)g ;W (B0d ! �0�0) = � 1p2(C � P )(1 + f27)+ 115p2fT (�5�1 + 2�2 +�3 +�4)+P (�2 +�5) +C(6�1 � 2�2 � 3�4 +�5)g ;W (B0d ! K0 �K0) = �P (1 + f27)� 115fT (4�1 ��2 � 2�3 +�4)+P (�2 +�5) +C(3�1 ��2 + 3�4 ��5)g ; (13)



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1845where the in�uene of FSI in the singlet hannel is parametrised through�4 = 154 (f8;8 � f27) ;�5 = 10(f8;8 � f27) + 5f1;1 : (14)Similarly, in the �S = 1 setor (keeping only the dominant P 0, T 0 in theFSI ontribution) we have:W (B+ ! �+K0) = �P 0(1 + f27)�15fP 0�2 + T 0�1g ;W (B+ ! �0K+) = 1p2(T 0 + C 0 + P 0)(1 + f27)+ 15p2fP 0�2 + T 0�1g ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = (T 0 + P 0)(1 + f27)+15fP 0�2 + T 0(�2 � 2�1)g ;W (B0d ! �0K0) = 1p2(C 0 � P 0)(1 + f27)� 15p2fP 0�2 + T 0(�2 � 2�1)g ;W (B0s ! �+��) = 115fP 0(2�2��5) + T 0(��1+�2��3��4)g ;W (B0s ! �0�0) = � 115p2fP 0(2�2��5) + T 0(��1+�2��3��4)g ;W (B0s ! K+K�) = (T 0 + P 0)(1 + f27)+ 115fP 0(�2 +�5) + T 0(�5�1+2�2+�3+�4)g ;W (B0s ! K0 �K0) = �P 0(1 + f27)� 115fP 0(�2 +�5) + T 0(4�1��2�2�3+�4)g : (15)Equations (13), (15) quantify expliitly what is already well known, i.e. thatthe presene of signi�ant FSI an be seen most diretly in B0d ! K+K�and B0s ! �+��; �0�0.For any FSI the above formulas satisfy the following three triangle rela-tions [15℄:W (B+ ! �+�0) = 1p2W (B0s ! �+K�) +W (B0s ! �0 �K0) ;



1846 P. �enzykowskiW (B0s ! �+K�) = W (B0d ! �+��) +W (B0d ! K+K�) ;W (B0d ! �0�0) = 1p2W (B0d ! K+K�) +W (B0s ! �0K0) : (16)Alternatively, one of the three relations above may be replaed by the isospinrelationW (B+ ! �+�0) = 1p2W (B0d ! �+��) +W (B0d ! �0�0) (17)(not independent of the previous three).In the �S = 1 setor we have the following relationsW (B0d ! ��K+) +p2W (B0d ! �0K0) = (T 0 + C 0)(1 + f27) ;W (B+ ! �+K0) +p2W (B+ ! �0K+) = (T 0 + C 0)(1 + f27) ;W (B0s ! �+��) +p2W (B0s ! �0�0) = 0 ;W (B0s ! K+K�) +W (B0s ! �+��) = W (B0d ! ��K+) (18)as disussed in [15℄, with the �rst two relations leading toW (B0d ! ��K+) + p2W (B0d ! �0K0)= W (B+ ! �+K0) +p2W (B+ ! �0K+) : (19)All these relations are FSI-independent.Consequently, although the same �ve unknown omplex parameters �i(i = 1; : : : 5) enter into both �S = 0 and �S = 1 setors, the number of allindependent and in priniple measurable data (i.e. deay widths) is not suf-�ient to determine all these parameters, unless some additional input (likeknowledge of sizes and relative phases of T; P; : : : and T 0; P 0; : : : and/or �'s,assumption of higher-symmetry relations between �'s, or justi�ed negletof some terms) is aepted.5. Compatibility of quark-level parametrisation with isospinIn Ref. [12℄ it was argued that quark-diagram parametrisation in whihT 0 and P 0 are given strong phases ÆT 0 and ÆP 0 is not ompatible with isospininvariane, unless ÆT 0 � ÆP 0 = ÆI=3=2 � ÆI=1=2 = 0 (see also Ref. [11℄).From the previous setion we haveW (B+ ! �+K0) = �P 0�1 + f27 + 15�2�� 15T 0�1 ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = (T 0 + P 0)�1 + f27 + 15�2�� 25T 0�1 ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1847W (B+ ! �0K+) = 1p2(T 0 + P 0)�1 + f27 + 15�2�+ 15p2T 0(�1 ��2) ;W (B0d ! �0K0) = � 1p2P 0�1 + f27 + 15�2�� 15p2T 0(�2 � 2�1) : (20)This should be ompared with the approah of [12℄ whih, after adjust-ment to our notation, inlusion of weak phase  into the de�nition of T 0,C 0, and the neglet of C 0 terms, yields (the �rst two equations below areEqs. (6a), (6b) of [12℄, Æ = Æ3=2 � Æ1=2):A(B+ ! �+K0) = �P 0 � 13(1� eiÆ)T 0 ;A(B0d ! ��K+) = (T 0 + P 0) + 23(1� eiÆ)T 0 ;A(B+ ! �0K+) = 1p2(T 0 + P 0)� 1p2 23(1 � eiÆ)T 0 ;A(B0d ! �0K0) = � 1p2P 0 � 1p2 23(1� eiÆ)T 0 : (21)We see that the two sets of equations (20) and (21) are idential if we makethe following replaementsP 0�1 + f27 + 15�2� ! P 0 ;T 0�1 + f27 + 15�2� ! T 0 ; (22)and appropriately hoose �1 and �2, separately in eah of the rightmost(and proportional to T 0) terms in Eqs. (20). The need for separate hoiesresults from the oversimpli�ed presription for FSI used in [12℄: a naivemultipliation of quark-diagram amplitudes for I = 1=2 and I = 3=2 by twodi�erent phases only. The latter presription does not allow for di�erenesin various I = 1=2 phases (e.g. from 27 and from 8, see also Ref. [10℄), orpossible di�erent hanges in the absolute size of the amplitudes.Still, the general onlusion of [12℄ is orret: quark-diagram parametri-sation in whih P 0 and T 0 are given di�erent strong phases is ompatible withisospin symmetry in the B ! �K deay hannel only if terms proportionalto T 0�i (orresponding to (1 � eiÆ)T 0) are negleted. As one expets thatjT 0j < jP 0j, negleting T 0�i terms might seem a reasonable approximationfor strangeness-violating B ! �K deays. However, when �S = 1 deaysB ! ��;K �K are also onsidered, a glane at Eqs. (15) shows that di�erentmodi�ations of P 0 are needed there.



1848 P. �enzykowskiFor �S = 0 deays, the dominant FSI-indued orretion terms shouldbe proportional to T . Eqs. (13) show then that FSI-indued terms pro-portional to T enter di�erent amplitudes with di�erent oe�ients and nouniversal renormalisation of quark-level amplitudes T , P , C an work. Ingeneral, therefore, parametrisation of FSI e�ets by endowing quark-diagramamplitudes T , P , C with additional universal phases annot take the wholeomplexity of FSI into aount.6. Restrition to leading FSI orretionsIf �nal-state interations may be treated as a orretion to the diret SDamplitudes, it seems natural to keep leading terms only in suh a orretion.Assuming then that �i are all of similar sizes, we may neglet in Eqs. (13),(15) all FSI-indued terms but the leading ones, i.e. those proportional to Tand P 0. Thus, the �S = 0 deay amplitudes depend on four �i (�5 dropsout), while the �S = 1 amplitudes on two �i: �2 and �5.In the �S = 0 setor, with amplitudes still depending on four �i, norelations between amplitudes in addition to those of Eq. (16) are generated.The number of undetermined parameters is too large to permit their lear-ut determination from data. Thus, additional input is neessary.In the �S = 1 setor it is instrutive to rewrite the amplitudes in termsof rede�ned quark-diagram amplitudes:~T 0 � T 0(1 + f27) ;~C 0 � C 0(1 + f27) ;~P 0 � P 0(1 + f27 + 15�2) (23)and ~� � 115(2�2 ��5)=(1 + f27 + 15�2) : (24)One then obtainsW (B+ ! �+K0) = � ~P 0 ;W (B+ ! �0K+) = 1p2( ~T 0 + ~C 0 + ~P 0) ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = ~T 0 + ~P 0 ;W (B0d ! �0K0) = 1p2( ~C 0 � ~P 0) ;W (B0s ! �+��) = ~P 0 ~� ;W (B0s ! �0�0) = � 1p2 ~P 0 ~� ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1849W (B0s ! K+K�) = ~T 0 + ~P 0 � ~P 0 ~� ;W (B0s ! K0 �K0) = � ~P 0 + ~P 0 ~� : (25)Note that the �rst four equations above have the struture used in the SDquark-diagram approah: the FSI e�ets an be identi�ed only with addi-tional help from B0s deays. With eight deays and four parameters ( ~T 0,~P 0, ~C 0, ~�) there are four relations between the amplitudes. In addition tothe three relations of Eqs. (18), (19), we have one new relation involvingB0s ! K0 �K0:W (B+ ! �+K0) +W (B0s ! �+��) = W (B0s ! K0 �K0) : (26)This relation yields information on the phase of the FSI-related parameter~�. Note that the ratio jp2W (B0s ! �+��)=W (B+ ! �+K0)j measuresthe (relative) size of observable FSI e�ets.7. Relating �S = 0 and �S = 1 amplitudesIn the SD quark-diagram approah the �S = 0 and �S = 1 deay ampli-tudes are related. Consequently, simultaneous analyses of these amplitudeshave been onsidered as a means to provide important tests of the approx-imations made in the SD approah, and as a way to extrat weak angle .An important question is how suh analyses are a�eted by FSI e�ets.It appears that resattering may upset expetations related to s $ d�avour U -spin re�etion arguments [16℄. Consider for example the ampli-tudes for the four deays B+ ! K+ �K0 ;B0s ! �+K� ;B+ ! �+K0 ;B0d ! ��K+ : (27)Introduing ~P = P �1 + f27 + 15�2� ;~T = T �1 + f27 + 15�2� ;~�1 = �1�1 + f27 + 15�2� ;~�2 = �2�1 + f27 + 15�2� (28)



1850 P. �enzykowskiin addition to ~P 0 = P 0(1 + f27 + �2=5) (Eq. (23)), the amplitudes for the�rst two (�S = 0) deays in Eq. (27) may be re-expressed asW (B+ ! K+ �K0) = � ~P � 15 ~T ~�1 ;W (B0s ! �+K�) = � ~P � ~T + 25 ~T ~�1 ; (29)when the FSI-indued terms proportional to C are negleted. Note that wehave kept terms of order P�2 even though they represent nonleading FSIe�ets. Similarly, we ould have kept nonleading terms of order T 0�2 in thede�nition of T 0 in Eq. (23), i.e.~T 0 = T 0�1 + f27 + 15�2� (30)so that ~T = 1� ~T 0 ; (31)where � � 0:22 is the parameter in the Wolfenstein's parametrisation of theCKM matrix.From Eqs. (15) the two �S = 1 deays of Eqs. (27) are then desribedby W (B+ ! �+K0) = � ~P 0 � 15 ~T 0 ~�1 ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = ~P 0 + ~T 0 � 25 ~T 0 ~�1 : (32)Corretions from eletroweak penguin diagrams to the right-hand sides ofEqs. (29) (Eqs. (32)) are proportional to P EW=3 and �2P EW=3 (P 0EW=3 and�2P 0EW=3), respetively. (Atually, using the substitutions T ! T + P EW,P ! P�P EW=3, C ! C+PEW, and the analogous ones for the�S = 1 tran-sitions, we ould have started our alulations from SD amplitudes orretedfor eletroweak penguins.) Sine one expets that jP EWj < jEj; jAj; jPEW j <jCj; jP j < jT j, and jP 0EWj < 0:05jP 0j < jT 0j � (0:1 to 0:2)jP 0j [17℄ (seealso [18℄), any suh ontributions have to be negleted in our approximation.Only the P 0EW terms (of order T 0) should be inluded in the non-FSI-induedterms in Eqs. (27). However, in FSI-indued terms the orretions from theP 0EW should be negleted if those from T 0 are. Thus, when terms of order~T ~�1 = ~T 0 ~�1=� (in B+ ! K+ �K0 and B0s ! �+K�) are kept, but those oforder ~T 0 ~�1 (in B+ ! �+K0 and B0d ! ��K+) are negleted, our �nal form



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1851of Eqs. (29), (32) isW (B+ ! K+ �K0) = � ~P � 15 ~T ~�1 = � ~P � 15 1� ~T 0 ~�1 ;W (B0s ! �+K�) = � ~P � ~T + 25 ~T ~�1 = � ~P � 1� ~T 0 + 25 1� ~T 0 ~�1 ;W (B+ ! �+K0) = � ~P 0 ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = ~P 0 + ~T 0 (33)with ~P , ~T de�ned in Eq. (28), ~P 0 de�ned in Eq. (23) and ~T 0 de�ned inEq. (30). In Eqs. (33) a part of resattering e�ets is inluded into thede�nition of e�etive �penguin� and �tree� amplitudes ~P , ~P 0 and ~T , ~T 0through a ommon multipliative fator of (1 + f27 + �2=5). It is onlythe term �15 ~T ~�1 in the expression for W (B+ ! K+ �K0) (and a similarone in W (B0s ! �+K�)) whih represents �visible� FSI e�ets (i.e. thosenot removable through a rede�nition of P , T amplitudes). This term mayin�uene the equalityW (B+ ! K+ �K0) = ��W (B+ ! �+K0) (34)obtained (for SU(3) symmetri P and P 0) either when harming penguinsare dominant, or in SD approahes when � � 0 (see later). Compari-son of B+ ! K+ �K0 and B+ ! �+K0 was onsidered as a test for thepresene of the ontribution from the annihilation diagram or FSI e�ets[19, 20℄. Indeed, the relative size of the FSI-generated orretion term to ~PinW (B+ ! K+ �K0) is proportional to 15 jT=P j and, with jP=T j � 0:3�0:1, itmight be sizable. Note that by inluding two terms of di�erent weak phases,the �rst of Eqs. (33) expliitly indiates the appearane of a resattering-indued CP-violating asymmetry � (B+ ! K+ �K0) � � (B� ! K�K0).Great importane of W (B+ ! K+ �K0) for gathering information on resat-tering e�ets was also noted in [8℄. The present approah plaes suh on-siderations in a framework whih quanti�es the onnetions between all FSIe�ets in B deays into ��; K �K, and �K.Qualitatively, violation of equality (34) by FSI e�ets may be understoodas follows. The amplitude W (B+ ! K+ �K0) reeives ontributions from in-elasti intermediate states with �avour ontent �PV � = ��+!8�, �PV � =��+!1�, �PV � = ��8�+�, et. These amplitudes involve tree amplitudesproportional to the SD tree amplitude T (in addition to the amplitudesproportional to P , et. ). The approximations involved when deriving the�rst of Eqs. (29) leave the T� term as the only sizable FSI-indued term(as jT j > jP j � jCj > : : :). On the other hand, although the FSI-induedorretions to W (B+ ! �+K0) also ontain (ompare Eqs. (32)) analogous



1852 P. �enzykowskiterms proportional to the SD tree amplitude T 0 (originating from inelastiintermediate states �PV � = ��0K�+�, �PV � = �K+!8� et.), the approx-imations involved neglet these terms on aount of jP 0j > jT 0j > jC 0j : : :. Combined analysis of deays B+ ! �+K0, B0d ! ��K+, and B0s !�+K� (together with their CP ounterparts) was proposed in Ref. [21℄ asa means to provide information on the value of the CP-violating angle .From the form of the expressions for relevant amplitudes in the presene ofFSI (the last three equations in Eqs. (33)), we see that resattering mighta�et the determination of  (see also [22℄): the FSI-indued term in theB0s ! ��K+ amplitude is of the order of 25 jT=P j of the penguin amplitudeP , i.e. twie the size of a similar term in B+ ! K+ �K0. Thus, if resatteringe�ets in B+ ! K+ �K0 are substantial, one should seriously worry aboutthe FSI orretions to the method of Ref. [21℄.In Ref. [21℄, using unitarity of the CKM matrix, i.e. V �tbVti = �V �bVi �V �ubVui , only the �V �bVi part of the penguins is inluded into the rede�nedpenguins p and p0:P = p�1� sin�sin(� + )ei� = p sinsin(� + )e�i� ;P 0 = p0�1 + �2 sin�sin(� + )ei� (35)with p = ��p0 ; (36)while the �V �ubVui parts are absorbed into the rede�ned tree amplitudes t, t0T = t+ p sin�sin(� + )ei ;T 0 = t0 � �2p0 sin�sin(� + )ei (37)with t = 1�t0 : (38)The approximation of Ref. [21℄ onsists in negleting the �2 terms in theexpression relating P 0 and p0, i.e. it orresponds to � ! 0 [23℄.With FSI taken into aount, by replaing the ~T 0 ~�1 terms with ~t0 ~Æ1 �~T 0 ~�1, where ~t0 is related to ~T 0 through an analogon of Eqs. (37), and with~p0 = p0(1 + f27 +�2=5), we haveW (B+ ! K+ �K0) = �~p0�1� sin�sin(� + )ei�� 15 1�~t0 ~Æ1 ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1853W (B0s ! �+K�) = �~p0 � 1�~t0 + 25 1�~t0 ~Æ1 ;W (B+ ! �+K0) = �~p0�1 + �2 sin�sin(� + )ei� ;W (B0d ! ��K+) = ~p0 + ~t0 : (39)If the harming penguins of Ref. [13℄ are substantial, they may be inludedinto the de�nition of �-independent parts of rede�ned penguins above, ef-fetively suppressing the �-dependent parts (and leading to Eq. (34)).In the following formulas we aept that � is small, so that terms pro-portional to sin� may be negleted; in reality, a nonzero value of � wouldhave to be used in any attempt to extrat the angle  from data on the basisof Eqs. (39) [23℄.The equality A0 = �As, expeted to hold (for any �) in SU(3) [21℄between the CP-violating rate pseudo-asymmetriesA0 � � (B0d ! K+��)� � ( �B0d ! K��+)� (B+ ! K0�+) + � (B� ! �K0��) ; (40)and As � � (B0s ! K��+)� � ( �B0s ! K+��)� (B+ ! K0�+) + � (B� ! �K0��) (41)may be a�eted by FSI even when the latter is SU(3) symmetri. Indeed,using Eqs. (39) one derives (for � � 0)A0 = �2r sin Æ sin (42)and As = 2r� sin(Æ + ") sin ; (43)where Æ () denotes relative strong (weak) phase of t0(~t0) with respet to p0(~p0), r = j~t0=~p0j = jt0=p0j, and (with � = j�j)1� 25 ~Æ1 � �ei" : (44)Sine from Eqs. (39) the harge-averaged ratiosR � � (B0d ! K+��) + � ( �B0d ! K��+)� (B+ ! K0�+) + � (B� ! �K0��) (45)and Rs � � (B0s ! K��+) + � ( �B0s ! K+��)� (B+ ! K0�+) + � (B� ! �K0��) (46)



1854 P. �enzykowskiare given by R = 1 + r2 + 2r os Æ os  ; (47)Rs = �2 + r2�2 � 2r� os  os(Æ + ") ; (48)there are now four equations (42), (43), (47), (48) for �ve unknowns (r, ,Æ, �, "). If " � Æ, the four equations may be solved after negleting ". For" of order Æ, additional onstraints would be needed. The ratios (� (B+ !K+ �K0)� � (B� ! K�K0))=(� (B+ ! K0�+) + � (B� ! �K0��)) may beexpressed in terms of r,. . . , " (and � when its nonzero value is taken intoaount), and seem to provide suh onstraints. Thus, if A0 6= �As, theirusefulness would have to be studied. Suh an analysis requires a detailedonsideration of SU(3) breaking whih is outside the sope of this paper.Similar e�ets of apparent SU(3) breaking are observed for other pairsof U -spin-related deays. Aording to Eqs. (13), (15), when E and PA(E0 and PA0) SD amplitudes are negleted, the proesses B0d ! K+K�and B0s ! �+��, related to one another by this re�etion, are desribed byresattering-indued amplitudes:W (B0d ! K+K�) = � 115fT (��1+�2��3��4)+P (2�2��5)+ : : :g;W (B0s ! �+��) = 115fT 0(��1+�2��3��4)+P 0(2�2 ��5)g: (49)If P=T were equal to P 0=T 0, we would indeed expet for jT=T 0j = jVud=Vusjthat � (B0d ! K+K�)� (B0s ! �+��) = ����VudVus ����2 ; (50)as obtained in SD approahes. However, as one expets that jT 0=T j �jP=P 0j with dominant T - and P 0-terms, relation (50) may be violated. Thus,Eq. (50) may help distinguish between resattering e�ets and genuine short-distane E and PA ontributions.A look at Eqs. (13), (15) shows that the method of Ref. [24℄, based onthe U -spin-related deays B0d ! �+�� and B0s ! K+K�, is also a�etedby resattering. Indeed, keeping only the dominant FSI-indued terms (i.e.those proportional to T and P 0) introdues two unrelated linear ombina-tions of �'s into the game. Thus, FSI-indued modi�ations of this methodare less easily ontrolled than those of Ref. [21℄.When spei� models for resattering relations (and thus, de�nite re-lations between �'s) are onsidered, further relations between FSI-induedorretions to various deays should appear. The analysis of suh modelsand their preditions is outside the sope of this paper.



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 18558. ConlusionsIn this paper we analysed the in�uene of SU(3)-symmetri inelastiresattering onto the preditions of short-distane quark-diagram approahto B deays into two pseudosalars PP when the tree and penguin ampli-tudes are assumed dominant. Final-state interations were desribed withthe help of a few parameters orresponding to all possible SU(3)-symmetriforms of inelasti resattering into PP . We found that the ombined setof experimental data on all B ! ��; K �K; �K deays is not su�ientto determine all relevant FSI-related parameters. Still, some important in-formation on inelasti FSI e�ets may be extrated from the data. Apartfrom providing expliit expressions for the amplitudes of the FSI-driven de-ays B0d ! K+K�, B0s ! �+��, and B0s ! �0�0, it was shown that the�S = 1 deays may provide quantitative information on the magnitudeand phase of the single FSI-indiating e�etive parameter appearing in thissetor. FSI-indued modi�ation of the onnetion between B+ ! K+ �K0and B+ ! �+K0 amplitudes was also given expliitly. Furthermore, it wasshown that resattering a�ets the analyses of U -spin-related deays. In par-tiular, by modifying the SD presription for the amplitudes of B+ ! �+K0,B0d ! ��K+, and B0s ! �+K� deays, FSI may a�et the method of deter-mining the CP-violating angle , whih uses the orresponding deay ratesas input. Deviation from equality A0 = �As may indiate SU(3) breakingindued by SU(3)-symmetri FSI e�ets.This work was supported in part by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) grant no 5 P03B 050 21.AppendixA.1 Mesons�+ = �u �d K+ = u�s B+ = u�b�0 = u�u�d �dp2 K0 = d�s B0d = d�b�� = d�u K� = s�u B0s = s�b�8 = u�u+d �d�2s�sp6 �K0 = �s �d�1 = u�u+d �d+s�sp3 :Analogous onventions hold for vetor- and other mesons. In the follow-ing we denote K = (K+;K0), �K = ( �K0;K�).



1856 P. �enzykowskiA.2 Two-meson PP statesTwo-meson PP states of de�nite isospin I are denoted as (ab)I . Sinethe harge of state (ab)I must orrespond to the harge of the deayingB-meson, the value of harge is suppressed whenever this does not lead toambiguity. States (ab)I with mesons a and b in de�nite harge states arede�ned aording to the following example for harge Q = +1:(��)2 = +f�+�0g ; (51)where faq1bq2g denotes a properly symmetrised state, i.e. faq1bq2g =(aq1bq2 + bq2aq1)=p2. If bq2 = aq1 , faqaqg = aqaq. (All relations of type(51) have a positive sign on the right-hand side). States in whih mesons aand b are not in de�nite harge states are represented as linear ombinationsof states with de�nite harges of mesons a and b. All relevant states of givenharge, strangeness and de�nite isospin are listed below.a) Strangeness S = 0, harges Q = +1; 0(��)2 = ( f�+�0g if Q = +1f�+��g+p2f�0�0gp3 if Q = 0 ;(K �K)1 = ( fK+ �K0g if Q = +1fK+K�g+fK0 �K0gp2 if Q = 0 ;(��8)1(��1)1 � both harges ;(��)0 = p2f�+��g � f�0�0gp3 ;(K �K)0 = fK+K�g � fK0 �K0gp2 ;(�8�8)0 ;(�1�1)0 ;(�8�1)0 : (52)b) Strangeness S = +1, harges Q = +1; 0(�K)3=2 = 8<:q23f�0K+g+ 1p3f�+K0g if Q = +11p3f��K+g+q23f�0K0g if Q = 0 ;(�K)1=2 = 8<: 1p3f�0K+g �q23f�+K0g if Q = +1q23f��K+g � 1p3f�0K0g if Q = 0 ;



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1857(�8K)1=2(�1K)1=2 � both harges : (53)) Strangeness S = �1, harge Q = 0(� �K)3=2 = 1p3f�+K�g+r23f�0 �K0g ;(� �K)1=2 = r23f�+K�g � 1p3f�0 �K0g ;(�8 �K)1=2 ;(�1 �K)1=2 : (54)A.3 States in de�nite SU(3) representationsNotation used: (SU(3) multiplet, isospin)a) Strangeness S = 0Isospin 2, harges Q = +1; 0(27; 2) = (��)2 : (55)Isospin 1, harges Q = +1; 0� (27; 1)(8; 1) � = 1p5 � p3 �p2p2 p3 � 0 � (��8)1(K �K)1 � ;(80; 1) = (��1)1 : (56)Isospin 0, harge Q = 024 (27; 0)(8; 0)(1; 0) 35 = 26664 12p10 q 310 � 3p32p10q35 1p5 1p5� p32p2 1p2 12p2 3777524 (��)0(K �K)0(�8�8)0 35 ;(10; 0) = (�1�1)0 : (57)b) Strangeness S = +1, harges Q = +1; 0(27; 3=2) = (�K)3=2 ;� (27; 1=2)(8; 1=2) � = 1p10 � 1 33 �1 � � (�K)1=2(�8K)1=2 � ;(80; 1=2) = (�1K)1=2 : (58)



1858 P. �enzykowski) Strangeness S = �1, harge Q = 0(27; 3=2) = (� �K)3=2 ;� (27; 1=2)(8; 1=2) � = 1p10 � 1 33 �1 � � (� �K)1=2(�8 �K)1=2 � ;(80; 1=2) = (�1 �K)1=2 : (59)A.4 Two-meson �PV � states in de�nite SU(3) representationsThe labels P and V (�, � et.) denote two di�erent types of resonanesof appropriate �avour.A.4.1 Intermediate states in B+ deaysa) Strangeness S = 0(27; 2) = �+�0 + �0�+p2 ;� (27; 1)(8; 1)s � = 1p5 � p3 �p2p2 p3 �" �+!8+�8�+p2K+ �K�0+ �K0K�+p2 # ;(8; 1)a = p2(�+�0 � �0�+)� (K+ �K�0 � �K0K�+)p6 ;(8; 1)81 = �+!1 ;(8; 1)18 = �1�+ : (60)b) Strangeness S = +1(27; 3=2) = K0�+ + �+K�0 +p2(K+�0 + �0K�+)p6 ;� (27; 1=2)(8; 1=2)s � = 1p10 � 1 33 �1 �24 K+�0+�0K�+�p2(K0�++�+K�0)p6K+!8+�8K�+p2 35 ;(8; 1=2)a = � 12p3(�0K�+ �K+�0)+ 1p6(�+K�0 �K0�+)� 12(�8K�+ �K+!8);(8; 1=2)81 = K+!1 ;(8; 1=2)18 = �1K�+ : (61)



Inelasti Resattering in B Deays : : : 1859A.4.2 Intermediate states in B0d, B0s deaysa) Strangeness S = 0(27; 2) = �+�� + ���+ + 2�0�0p6 ;� (27; 1)(8; 1)s � = 1p5 � p3 �p2p2 p3 �" �0!8+�8�0p2K0 �K�0+K+K��+ �K0K�0+K�K�+2 # ;24 (27; 0)(8; 0)s(1; 0) 35 = 26664 12p10 q 310 � 3p32p10q35 1p5 1p5� p32p2 1p2 12p2 37775264 �+��+���+��0�0p3K+K��+K�K�+�K0 �K�0��K0K�02�8!8 375 ;(8; 1)a = 2(�+������+)� (K+K��+K0 �K�0�K� �K�+� �K0K�0)2p3 ;(8; 0)a = K+K�� �K0 �K�0 �K�K�+ + �K0K�02 ;(8; 1)81 = �0!1 ;(8; 0)81 = ��8!1 ;(8; 1)18 = �1�0 ;(8; 0)18 = ��1!8 ;(1; 0)11 = �1!1 : (62)b) Strangeness S = +1(27; 3=2) = K+�� + ��K�+ +p2(K0�0 + �0K�0)p6 ;� (27; 1=2)(8; 1=2)s � = 1p10 � 1 33 �1 �24 p2(��K�++K+��)�(�0K�0+K0�0)p6�8K�0+K0!8p2 35 ;(8; 1=2)a = p2(K+�����K�+)�(K0�0��0K�0)p12 + K0!8��8K�02 ;(8; 1=2)81 = K0!1 ;(8; 1=2)18 = �1K�0 : (63)



1860 P. �enzykowski) Strangeness S = �1(27; 3=2) = �+K�� +K��+ +p2(�0K�0 + �K0�0)p6 ;� (27; 1=2)(8; 1=2)s � = 1p10 � 1 33 �1 �24 p2(�+K��+K��+)�(�0 �K�0+ �K0�0)p6�8 �K�0+ �K0!8p2 35 ;(8; 1=2)a = p2(�+K���K��+)�(�0 �K�0� �K0�0)p12 + �8 �K�0� �K0!82 ;(8; 1=2)81 = �K0!1 ;(8; 1=2)18 = �1 �K�0 : (64)
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